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Ovid GLASSES Set of 12pcs
Everything needed to toast to health, happiness and Fridays is
included in this dazzling barware set. Whether your drink of
choice is red, white or bubbly, these Ovid glasses will ensure that
it is enjoyed in style.
Set is composed of:
4 Red wine glasses
4 White wine glasses
4 Champagne flutes
Dishwasher safe
RETAIL VALUE: $110

STARTING BID: $75

Bid Increments: $20

2017
STEUBEN PARADE
SILENT AUCTION
villeroy-boch

MANOIR Set 18pcs
6 x Dinner Plates
6 x Salad Plates
6 x Rim Soups

Innova BBQ/ASPARAGUS Platter &
Serving Tongs
Ideal for grilled vegetables, this
grooved platter keeps your barbeque
delights crisp and fresh. Raised ridges
allow juices to collect at the bottom,
so each and every bite is as good as
the last. Savor BBQ dishes by serving
from this practical premium porcelain
platter. Set is composed of:
1 x Innova Serving platter
1 x Sereno XXL Serving tongs

RETAIL VALUE: $590

STARTING BID: $175

Bid Increments: $25

2017
STEUBEN PARADE
SILENT AUCTION

Junghans Ladies Quartz Matte-White Dial Date Numerals
047/4541.00
The Red color of this leather
strap with satin structure
and stainless steel buckle will
brighten your style. The classic
numeral dial displays date on a
beautiful white polished dial.
Display:
hour, minute, second, date
Case:
polished stainless steel
convex hard plexiglass with
Sicralan coating
Splash Resistant
Strap:
calfskin strap with stainless
steel buckle
strap width 17 mm
Dial/ Hands:
matte white
Battery:
Renata 371, Sony SR 920SW

RETAIL VALUE: $545

STARTING BID: $165

Bid Increments: $20

2017
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Junghans Meister Handwound Anthracite-Grey effect lacquer
dial 027/3607.00
This expertly crafted handwound watch represents a time
of the early years of motoring.
Anthracite-grey effect lacquer
dial, appliques and hands with
environmentally friendly
luminous substance with a leather
strap, and stainless steel case.
Display:
hour, minute, second
Case:
polished stainless steel
convex hard plexiglass with
Sicralan coating
screwed back with mineral crystal
water resistant up to 3 atm
Strap:
Leather strap with stainless steel
buckle
strap width 20 mm
Dial/ Hands:
anthracite-grey effect lacquer
dial

RETAIL VALUE: $1,300

Movement:
Self-winding movement J815.1
STARTING BID: $390
Bid Increments: $30

2017
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Junghans Form A - Automatic Matt Silver Dial
027/4731.00
Self-winding movement J800.2 with
a power reserve of up to 38 hours,
rapid date correction
Display:
hour, minute, second, date
Case:
Polished stainless steel, flat
sapphire crystal with antireflection coating on one side,
glass back with tinted mineral
crystal, four-times screwed caseback
water resistant up to 5 Bar
Strap:
Black calfskin strap with contrast
Brown color on the outer edge,
coordinated with the color
accents on the dial and buckle
made of stainless steel
strap width 21 mm
Movement:
Polished rotor with engraved
Junghans Logo

RETAIL VALUE: $925

STARTING BID: $275

Bid Increments: $25

2017
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Swiss Clock Seller

Clock seller walking, rain or
shine, from village to village
selling his clocks. Käthe
Wohlfahrt original design
Holzknoddl.
hand-painted wooden smoker.

RETAIL VALUE: $140

STARTING BID: $40		

Bid Increments: $10

2017
STEUBEN PARADE
SILENT AUCTION
Cosmos Package

Four (4) Tickets
to The New York Cosmos VRS FC Edmonton Game on
October 14th, 2017
AUTOGRAPHED TEAM BALL
(4) Luna Park Bracelets
BLUE HOME COSMOS Jersey SIZE MEDIUM
Swag Bag with Scarves, Bobble Heads and Pins
RETAIL VALUE: $300

STARTING BID: $90

Bid Increments: $20

2017
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BNA Custom Earrings and Pendant

14KY and Sterling Silver earrings and
Pendant on nNecklace with Garnets
A stunning accessory for any outfit
designed and hand-crafted by BNA.

RETAIL VALUE:$550		

STARTING BID: $165

Bid Increments: $20

2017
STEUBEN PARADE
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Gift Certificate for Docent Led tour for Four People
NEUE GALERIE
1048 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10028
(212) 994-9493
Gift Certificate Expires MAy 2018.
Neue Galerie New York is a museum devoted to early twentiethcentury German and Austrian art and design, displayed on two
exhibition floors. The collection features art from Vienna circa
1900, exploring the special relationship that existed between the
fine arts (of Gustav Klimt, Egon Schiele, Oskar Kokoschka, Richard
Gerstl, and Alfred Kubin) and the decorative arts (created at the
Wiener Werkstätte by such well-known figures as Josef Hoffmann,
Koloman Moser, and Dagobert Peche, and by such celebrated
architects as Adolf Loos, Joseph Urban, and Otto Wagner).
The German art collection represents various movements of
the early twentieth century: the Blaue Reiter and its circle; the
Brücke; the Bauhaus; the Neue Sachlichkeit; as well as applied arts
from the German Werkbund and the Bauhaus.

RETAIL VALUE: $350

STARTING BID: $90		

Bid Increments: $20

2017
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kontakhof 23

Kontakthof 23, Tanztheater Wuppertal Pina Bausch,
performed October 22, 2014 at the Brooklyn Academy of Music.
Raised in South Florida and abroad, Beowulf Sheehan studied
photography at New York University and the International
Center of Photography. His childhood love of stories in books
and music grew into an adulthood love of storytellers in the
arts, entertainment, and humanities. Beowulf makes portraits,
communicates ideas, and shares the stories of unique and
compelling artists and figures who make positive impacts on
society and culture.
RETAIL VALUE: $500

STARTING BID: $125

Bid Increments: $20
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Niche Imports Spirits Basket

Gift basket will contain (5) Schladerer Eaux de Vie (Fruit brandies):
- Schladerer Williams-Birne 375ML (Pear Brandy)
- Schladerer Kirschwasser 375ML (Cherry Brandy)
- Schladerer Himbeergeist 375ML (Raspberry Brandy)
- Schladerer Edel-Kirsch 750ML (Cheery Liqueur)
- Schladerer Himbeer 750ML (Raspberry Liqueur)
+ 4 Schladerer Tulip Glasses
RETAIL VALUE: $200

STARTING BID: $50		

Bid Increments: $10

2017
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Kramer Portraits - Le Petite Studio

Kramer Portraits is proud to donate a Gift Certificate for a 14
inch Masterpiece Portrait on canvas (unframed), to be created at
our studio in New York City. The Le Petite Studio portrait is for
a child’s formal portrait (up to eight children, ages 3 through
17 years only). This portrait is a smaller version of our famous
Kramer Masterpiece Portrait, which is hand painted.
Gift certificate is non-transferable.
Kramer Portraits is known nationally for their formal style
of elegant portraiture that is reminiscent of the old master
painters, such as Gainsborough, Rembrandt, and Sargent.
Mr. Kramer will be available for a limited number of sittings in
our New York City studio:
2017 dates will be available throughout the year. Please call our
studio at 212-521-4447.
RETAIL VALUE: $4,000

STARTING BID: $400

Bid Increments: $25

2017
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Kramer Portraits - New York City

Kramer Portraits is proud to donate a Gift Certificate for a
Studio Session and a Masterpiece Wall Portrait on canvas, size
16” x 20” hand finished with artistic touches for color and
highlights, (unframed). (Up to eight people in the portrait).
Gift certificate is non-transferable.
A Kramer Portrait combines the realism of a photograph and
the distinct richness of an oil painting. Each portrait is hand
finished with oils and acrylics to design a piece of original art.
The techniques of timeless expression and posing create an
unmistakable look that is recognized as a “Kramer”. Each Kramer
Portrait Artist has been meticulously trained until becoming a
master of the technique created by Steven Kramer who holds the
Master of Photography and Photographic Craftsmen degrees,
awarded by the Professional Photographers of America.
Less than one percent of all professional photographers have
achieved this level of accomplishment.
Mr. Kramer will be available for a limited number of sittings in
our New York City studio at the Pierre Hotel.
RETAIL VALUE: $6,000
STARTING BID: $600
Bid Increments: $25

2017
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Shasta Springtime Teddy

15 inches tall
Made of mohair
With felt daisy chain collar
5 ways jointed
This gorgeous North American exclusive edition Teddy bear is
named Shasta, in honor of the chain of felt Shasta Daisies she
wears around her neck like a collar.
Shasta Daisies are classic perennial flowers that blossom each
spring or early summer and continue to bloom until early fall.
But unlike her the flower she is named for, this Shasta will be
lovely all year round! Shasta is fully jointed and made from
yellow mohair.
Her well-coordinated paw pads are cream-white. Shasta’s face is
detailed with brown and black pupil eyes, a fuzzy muzzle, and a
brown hand-embroidered nose and mouth. Her presentation and
coloring give her a charming mid-1920’s look. Shasta’s felt floral
collar is truly a work of art on its own.
Lovingly handmade from yellow, cream-white, and green felt, it is
a gentle reminder that Spring is right around the corner.
RETAIL VALUE: $280

STARTING BID: $85		

Bid Increments: $15

2017
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Miele Compact C2 Electro+ PowerLine - SDCE0 Vacuum Cleaner
With the motto “forever better,” Miele was
founded in Germany in 1899 and has since
grown to become the world’s largest
family-owned and -operated appliance
company. Renowned for refined stylish
and state-of-the-art engineering, every
premium Miele product is a breakthrough
in its category demonstrating the highest
quality, performance and environmental
standards. Unique and stylish vacuum
systems with customized bags and filters
are tailored to the precise needs of any
household.

canister vacuum cleaners with electrobrush for thorough
cleaning of heavy-duty carpeting.
Maximum suction power – 1,200 W
Optimum carpet care - electrobrush for intensive deep cleaning
Gentle on sensitive hard floors - soft parquet brush
Maximum air hygiene with HEPA AirClean filter
Space-saving storage thanks to the Compact System

RETAIL VALUE: $600

STARTING BID: $180

Bid Increments: $25
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FC Bayern Thomas MÜller Autographed Jersey

Thomas has been playing for FC Bayern since
2000. After a furious 2010 World Cup, in which he
finished as top scorer, Thomas became known
worldwide. He managed to continue his
extraordinary achievements as a right -winger.
With his excellent skills and intuition, he has
been a driving force behind FC Bayern’s successes
in recent years.

RETAIL VALUE: $400

STARTING BID: $120

Bid Increments: $20

2017
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Wempe ship’s clock

Model Bremen II From the Wempe Chronometerwerke,
established in 1905.
Wempe mechanical striking ship’s clock in solid brass case made
with a precision 8 day mechanical movement.
Made in Germany
The WEMPE BREMEN II series ship’s bell clock uses a mechanical
movement and striking mechanism. The strike of the bell clock
can be turned off via a small switch on request. The entire
product series was recently revised and is one of the most
popular marine product line of the German traditional company
WEMPE.
RETAIL VALUE: $975

STARTING BID: $200

Bid Increments: $25

2017
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All About Time
HOWARD MILLER CARLTON QUARTZ CLOCK 645-391

Carlton by Howard Miller
H 8-3/4” (22 cm) x W 9” (23 cm) x D 3-3/4” (10 cm)
Four solid brass reeded columns.
The brushed brass finished dial offers a circular spun numeral
ring with diamond cut edges and black Roman numerals.
Full felt bottom protects your desktop.
RETAIL VALUE: $413

STARTING BID: $120`

Bid Increments: $20

2017
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Two Night Getaway in South Hampton

Donated by The Southampton Village Motel
in Conjunction with Europeandeli.com
Southampton Village Motel
315 Hampton Road
Southampton, NY 11968
Two-Night Stay valid on the following dates from
October 1-Nov 15, and April 15- May 13, 2018……based on availability.
Spend a relaxing two nights in Southampton at the newly
renovated family owned motel. Start your morning with a cup of
Starbucks Coffee and relax in our private garden while surfing
the internet with our high-speed WI-FI. Borrow a Townie cruiser
bike to stroll into town or down to the beach. Complimentary
beach passes are available for your use.
Located within walking distance of Main Street shops and
restaurants, ocean beaches, the Long Island Rail Road, the
Hampton Jitney and so much more.
RETAIL VALUE: $500-$800

STARTING BID: $200

Bid Increments: $25

